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Abstract—Many embedded networks are difficult to monitor,
such as water distribution networks (WDNs). A key challenge is
how to use minimum sparse sensors to measure contamination
and transmit contamination data to a hub for system analysis.
Existing approaches deploy sensors using multi-objective optimi-
sation and transmit the data using ground penetrating waves or
fixed-line access. Here, for the first time, we introduce a novel
molecular communication relay system, which is able to transmit
the data report to the hub via the water-flow of WDN itself, and
avoids the complex ground penetrating techniques. A water flow
data-driven Graph Fourier Transform (GFT) sampling method
is designed to inform the invariant orthogonal locations for
deploying the molecular relay sensors. Each sensor encodes
information via a DNA molecule that enables the common hub
to reconstruct the full contamination information. Numerical
simulation validates the proposed system, providing a pathway
to integrate MC into macro-scale Digital Twin platforms for
infrastructure monitoring.
Index Terms—molecular communication, network dynamics,
water distribution network, sensor deployment, graph Fourier
transform
I. INTRODUCTION
Networked systems are prevalent across all engineered
and natural systems, ranging from telecommunications to
gas supply, blood vessels, to mycelium fungus networks. In
many such cases, the networks are embedded underground
or inside a host that is difficult to access. They are often
critical to the stakeholders involved and are at risk from
a variety of perturbations. Here, we focus on underground
water distribution networks (WDNs). Due to their enormous
extent and difficulty in access, cascade contamination flow is
difficult to track and quantify, which may affect thousands
of households [1]. As such, monitoring WDN contamination
spread via sensors is of importance for warning and protection.
There are two main challenges to joint sensing and commu-
nications: (1) faithful monitoring networked cascades is time-
and scenario-dependent, and (2) data inside pipe networks is
hard to extract, especially when deep underground.
Addressing challenge (1), current approaches in finding the
minimum data to monitor a WDN is studied in [2], [3],
whereby a switching-on/off strategy has been proposed based
on the principal component analysis (PCA). However, this
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requires a large (or complete) set of sensors to be installed
at all N nodes, which incurs an unacceptable high cost of
sensor deployment. Minimal sensor placement via numeri-
cal simulations of time-varying contamination dynamics and
genetic algorithms [4] yields no statistical guarantees. More
recent work in [5] studied the signal sampling and recon-
struction when node distribution follows Gauss-Poisson point
process, which is less attractive in the face of regular lattice
networks that do not follow distributions. Graph theoretic
methods consider the topology of the network only (e.g. via
the Laplacian operator [6]). However, these approaches do not
include the underlying fluid dynamics and assume that the
topology dominates. In order to include the fluid dynamic data-
structure, a well-researched approach is compressed sensing
(CS) [7], which selected sampling nodes ensuring complete
reconstruction of signal under Restricted Isometric Property
(RIP). However, the number of sensors are still very large
(approximately (N + K − r) × r/K ≥ r for a data matrix
X of N nodes and K time-steps with rank(X) = r [8],
[9]). In recent research [9], a novel Graph Fourier Transform
(GFT) operator matrix was designed that can further improve
the number of sampling sensors to r was designed. However,
the open challenge of (2) remain, which is how to transport
the data at the sensors to a hub for signal reconstruction.
Other sensor placement methods for similar scenarios (e.g.,
the blood vessels [10], [11]) also do not consider the data
report challenge of (2).
Addressing challenge (2), current underground wireless
communication systems use a variety of ground penetrating
techniques ranging from ultra-low frequency, underground
wave-guides [12], to magnetic induction [13]. The devices
required tend to be bulky and risk either antenna damage or are
not embedded enough to enable large-scale continuous data
collection. Fixed line access is also attractive, but damages
to cables due to high underground pressure forces means an
embedded wireless solution is attractive.
Current studies on molecular communications (MC) [14],
[15] provide an inspiration of using messenger molecules (e.g.,
the encoded DNA molecule [16]) for data transmission in
WDN. In terms of the molecular communication propagation
channel, at the nano-scale (low Peclet number), mass diffusion
dominates propagation spread [14], [17], [18]. However, when
it comes to the macro-scale WDN (high Peclet number and
Reynolds number), viscous and turbulent diffusion along with
flow velocity dominates the spread mechanism [9], [19]. As
such, the design of molecular communication network in
WDN requires the consideration of Navier-Stokes dynamics.
In this work, we design a molecular relay system [20], [21]
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Fig. 1. Molecular relay monitoring system for water distribution network (WDN): (i) contamination spreads via WDN, (ii) GFT operators inform the location
of critical sampling points to deploy molecular relays, (iii) a relay network transmit modulated molecular signals via WDN to hub, and (iv) hub reconstructs
the full network-wide contamination dynamics using the sensor data.
addressing the aforementioned open challenges by: (1) using
DNA-modulated MC in the WDN to transmit the sensor data
to the hub, and (2) designing a novel GFT sampling method
and optimal sparse sensor deployment for contaminant signal
reconstruction. The molecular relay enables the transmissions
of sensor reports to the hub via the inherent water-flow of
the WDN, and thereby avoids the extra construction of the
communication networks and ground penetrating techniques
for data transmission. Combined together, we have integrated
complex network topology with water flow data-structure,
guaranteeing: (a) the existence of paths between all selected
nodes to the hub, and (b) error free reconstruction of the full
network contamination data. We call this entire system the
Molecular Relay Data-Driven GFT (MRDD GFT).
II. MODEL AND PROBLEM FORMULATION
A. Network Flow Model
A water-distribution network (WDN) contains the topolog-
ical structure, and the water-flow dynamics driven by both
demand variation and reservoir pressure. In the model, the pipe
network is configured by a static graph, denoted as G(V,W),
where V = {1, · · · , N}, N ∈ N+ represents the set of indices
of total N nodes, and W is the adjacency matrix. Here, the
(m,n)th element wm,n ∈ {0, 1} of W reflects the existence
of the directed link from node n to node m.
Given the water-flow of the WDN, the contaminant injected
by one node will be propagated over the whole network. The
aim is to study the minimum number of sensors deployed on
the network and how to report such underground samples to
a hub without complex penetration techniques, such that the
time-varying contaminant data over the whole network can be
fully reconstructed. Here, all the sampling nodes and the hub
are nodes (e.g. junctions, reservoirs, pumps) of WDN, which
enables the usages of its own pipes for report transmission.
We denote X of size N ×K as the contaminant data of total
N nodes and total K ∈ N+ time-steps, and S as the sampling
node set for sensor deployment. The purpose is to find an
appropriate S ⊂ V , such that
X = Φ ·XSK, (1)
where Φ is the recovery matrix for signal reconstruction, and
XSK is the samples (submatrix) of X, with rows indexed by
set S, and columns indexed by set K = {1, · · · ,K}.
B. Background and Previous Work
One way to derive the recovery matrix Φ and the sampling
node set S is leveraged on the graph sampling theory, which
can use lesser samples for signal reconstruction compared
with other sampling method (e.g., the CS) [22]. It uses
the bandlimited property of the networked matrix signal to
a Graph Fourier Transform operator matrix, and therefore
enables the complete signal reconstruction via samples on S.
Definition 1: [9] We say data matrix X is r-bandlimited
with respect to a GFT operator F−1, if the rest N − r
rows of the frequency response X̃ = F−1 · X are all zero
vectors. We define the cut-off bandwidth set R as the set of
subscripts of non-zero rows in frequency response matrix, i.e.,
R = {1, · · · , r}.
Theorem 1: [9], [22] For any r-bandlimited data matrix X
and its cut-off bandwidth set R with respect to a GFT operator
F, there exists a subset S ⊂ V such that
X = FVR · (FTSR · FSR)−1 · FTSR ·XSK. (2)
Such S satisfies rank (FSR) = |R|.
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Given the graph sampling theory, previous work in [9]
formed a data-driven GFT operator F−1 via the signal space,
ensuring the r = rank(X)-bandlimitedness of X. However,
they ignore the practical challenge of how such underground
sensors report their data to the hub for signal reconstruction.
III. MOLECULAR RELAY DATA-DRIVEN GFT
In this section, we elaborate our MRDD GFT sampling
system on contaminant propagation over WDN. Here, we
adopt the data-driven GFT operator in [9]. The novelty of
this work lies in two aspects. First, the design of molecular
relay for sensor data transmission avoids the complex ground
penetrating techniques (e.g., ultra-low frequency, underground
wave-guides [12] and magnetic induction [13]). Second, a
novel sampling node selection for sensor deployment is pro-
posed, ensuring the existence of the path between selected
nodes and the hub node, such that the reports can be conveyed
to the hub for signal reconstruction.
A. Molecular Relay
The aim of molecular relay is to transmit the sampled data of
sensors to the hub node via the water-flow of WDN itself, other
than the construction of extra communication networks using
ground penetrating techniques. To do so, we equip each sensor
with one specific type of DNA molecule [16], which, for each
time-step1, encodes the report into the molecular structure, and
will be transmitted to the hub via the propagation of water-
flow. As such, one prerequisite for critical node selection is to
ensure the existence of the paths between each selected node
with the hub, so that the hub can receive the molecular report
from each sensor.
Due to the different intensities of water flows and water
demands in nodes and pipes, the transmitted molecules may
be loss, which affects the receiving of the sampled data and
will deteriorate the recovery performance (illustrated in Fig.
3). Here, the molecule loss constitutes an erasure channel.
Given that the molecular diffusion rate (an order of 10−9m2/s
[17], [18]) is much lower than the velocity of the water flow
(typically 1m2/s [24]), we neglect the diffusion mechanism
but use the fluid parameters to compute the arrival probability.
We define the adjacent arrival probability of pair (m,n) as the
receiving probability of one molecule transmitted from node





where ∆m,n is the average water-flow in pipe n to m, and Dn
represents the average water demands of node n. As such, the
arrival probability for one molecule of any pair (m,n) can be








pl1,n · pl2,l1 · · · · · pm,lj
)
(4)
where l = (n, l1, · · · , lj ,m) is one path from n to m.
1Sensors are synchronized via the low-rate blind synchronization in [23].
Eq. (4) yields the relationship between the network topology
(i.e., the paths) with the arrival probability of each node-pair.
For further theoretical sampling node analysis, we assume
an extremely large number of transmitted molecules for each
sampling node, which thereby converts the arrival probability
matrix to a simplified path existence matrix, of which the
(m,n)th element represents whether a path exists from node
n to node m. Nevertheless, we measure the arrival probability
matrix in Fig. 3(a), and show its influence on the proposed
scheme in Fig. 3(b).
B. Sampling Node Selection
As aforementioned, the non-existence of path from sampling
nodes to the hub leads to the report loss, and deteriorates the
recovery performance of the existing sampling method in [9].
To address this, we design a novel sampling node selection
method, which can be expressed as:
(S, nhub) s.t. rank(FSR) = |R|,
∥∥∥(WL0 ){nhub}S∥∥∥l0 = |S|.
(5)
In Eq. (5), nhub denotes the hub node from the nodes of the
WDN. W0 = W+IN (IN is an identity matrix of size N×N )
is the revision of adjacent matrix W by considering self-loop
of each node. aiming to analyze the path of each node-pair.
The reason of using this self-loop revision W0 is to analyze
the existence of paths for each node-pair, as the L-exponent
of W0, i.e., WL0 , can store the existence of any ≤ L-length
paths, as opposed to WL stores only the existence of L-length
paths. As such, given a large L, the (m,n)th element of WL0
represents the status (i.e., existence or not) of the path from
node n to node m. (WL0 ){nhub}S is a sub-matrix of (W0)
L
with nhub row and columns in S, representing the status of
the paths from nodes S to the node nhub. The role of l0-norm
of (WL0 ){nhub}V is to count the number of paths from other
nodes in S to the hub node. ‖(WL0 ){nhub}S‖l0 = |S| therefore
ensures the existence of paths from all sampling nodes in S to
the hub nhub. As such, Eq. (5) is to search the pair of critical
nodes set S ⊂ V , and the hub node nhub ∈ V that ensures the
successful report and the signal reconstruction.
One intuitive way to solve Eq. (5) is given in the following.
(i) We find all potential nhub by examining whether the
l0-norm of nhubth row of WL0 is larger than |R| i.e.,
‖(WL0 ){nhub}V‖l0 ≥ |R|. This is because for the rows with
smaller l0-norm, ‖(WL0 ){nhub}S‖l0 ≤ ‖(WL0 ){nhub}V‖l0 < |R|
with |R| ≤ |S| deduced by rank(FSR) = |R|.
(ii) For each potential nhub, we combine the network









where diag(·) is to construct a diagonal matrix, and 1(·) is to
map non-zeros of a vector into 1, and zeros into 0. As such,
the rows in such topology-data combined operator F(nhub) are
zeros if their corresponding nodes do not have paths to nhub.
Hence, using F(nhub) for the further rank analysis and sampling
node selection guarantees the conditions in Eq. (5).
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(iii) We select the node as hub whose matrix F(nhub)VR has










where cond(·) represents the condition number.
(iv) For the selected nhub, we aim to find S ⊂ V such that
rank(F
(nhub)
SR ) = |R| in order to ensure the invertibility of
F
(nhub)
SR . This is equivalent to minimize the condition number










where σmin(·) denotes the smallest singular. Given that Eq. (8)
is a NP-hard problem, we hereby use a greedy algorithm, in
which one can identify and add the nth row, i.e., S ← S∪{n},




The signal reconstruction process can be pursued by taking
F
(nhub)
SR and S into Theorem 1. Here, in order to further address
the report loss in S, we use the last arrival report as a
replacement. To be specific, suppose the report from node
s ∈ S is lost at k time-step, then we use its last arrival report
to replace current lost report, i.e., Xs,k = Xs,k′ where k′ < k
is the last time-step when report from node s is received.
IV. RESULTS
In this section, we evaluate the reconstruction performance
of the proposed MRDD-GFT scheme, in terms of (i) the
molecular communication connectivity, and (ii) the recon-
struction accuracy. The simulation configuration is given as
follows. For the WDN topology, we use one of the typical
topology provided from industry standard EPANET2 [24],
which has N = 102 nodes (see Fig. 1), consisting of 100
junctions and 2 reservoirs. Then, we use industry standard
EPANET2 [24] to simulate the water and the contaminant.
We assign 100 random water-demands, and use Computational
Fluid Dynamics (CFD) solutions to approximate real flow in
pipes and duct channels. The contaminant is simulated by an
initialized injection at one node and spread via the water-
flow propagation. For molecular relay, we compute the arrival
probability given the data of water-demands and water-flows
in pipes using Eqs. (3)-(4). Then, we transmit 104 molecules
for each report from each sampling node to the hub.
A. Molecular Communication Connectivity
We firstly test the existence of hub for the proposed MRDD
GFT, as the existence of the hub for all selected nodes ensures
the successful collection of the reports conveyed by molecular
relays for signal reconstruction. In Fig. 2, the ratio of sampling
nodes linking to the hub is provided (i.e., |S|hub/|S|) with
respect to the size of the sampling node set |S|. It is observed
that for the proposed MRDD GFT method, such ratio is 1 for
|S| ≤ |S|min = 41 combined with Fig. 2(a), as opposed to
the ratio of existing proposed data-driven GFT method in [9]
that reduces to 0.5 for |S| ≤ |S|min = 41. This indicates that












Fig. 2. Comparison of whether nodes in sampling node set can have a hub
between the proposed MRDD GFT and existing data-driven GFT [9]. The new
MRDD GFT can enable a much larger set of sampling nodes to be connected
(via molecular communication) to the hub than the existing GFT design [9].
the existing data-driven GFT method in [9] cannot guarantee
the existence of the hub for all sampling nodes, thereby
inevitably leading to the loss of reports for data reconstruction.
By contrast, the proposed MRDD GFT method is capable
of maintaining the existence of the hub for the successful
collection of the reported data from the requested sampling
nodes (i.e., |S| = r = 41 for this case), and therefore data
reconstruction can be ensured.
The guarantee of the existence of the hub for the proposed
MRDD GFT method is attributed to the combination of the
topology information of the network with the data-driven GFT
operator in Eq. (6). As such, the node selection in Eq. (8)
ensures (i) the existence of the hub and (ii) the complete data
reconstruction.
B. Reconstruction Accuracy
The reconstruction accuracy is measured by the normalized
root mean square error (NRMSE) of the reconstructed data
in the face of erasure molecular channel. We provide the
molecule arrival probability of all pairs in Fig. 3(a), and the
reconstruction accuracy of the proposed MRDD GFT sampling
method is given in Fig. 3(b).
In Fig. 3(b), it is firstly shown that the MRDD GFT method
outperforms the existing data-driven GFT method in [9] in
the absence of the molecule (report) loss. This is because the
proposed NRDD-GFT method is able to ensure the existence
of the paths from all the sampling nodes to the hub, which
constitutes the prerequisite that the hub can receive all the
required samples for signal reconstruction. Then, we can
observe that in the presence of the molecule erasure, the
NRMSE of the MRDD GFT is still lower than that of the
existing data-driven GFT in [9]. Here, such advantage comes
from two aspects. First, this is attributed to the connectivity
between sampling nodes and the hub that guarantees the non-
zero arrival probabilities of report molecules. Second, when
the report molecules lose, the utilization of previous arrival
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Fig. 3. Comparison of reconstruction accuracy among the proposed MRDD
GFT and previous data-driven GFT in [9]. (a) gives the one molecule arrival
probabilities for any pair nodes. (b) provides the normalized RMSE.
reports in Section III. C contributes to the lower NRMSE of
the proposed MRDD-GFT method.
V. CONCLUSIONS
Monitoring the contaminant propagation over Water distri-
bution networks (WDN) is challenging due to the high di-
mensional dynamics, the large-scale network involved, and the
underground embedding. This raises challenges on the optimal
(minimum) sensor placement, and their transmission of data
to a hub. In this work, we introduce a novel molecular relay
based data-driven Graph Fourier Transform (MRDD GFT),
which allows us to fully reconstruct the contaminant data by
using a subset of data sampling at critical nodes. This approach
uses the molecular propagation via the water-flow to transmit
the sensor reports to the hub, which addresses the challenges
of data access for underground sensors. We use standardized
fluid dynamic simulations across a complex network topology
to validate the results, providing a pathway to integrate MC
into macro-scale Digital Twin platforms for infrastructure
monitoring. Future work will focus on how to improve the
trade-off between minimum sensor-side processing, edge and
cloud computing, and big data fusion for intelligent water
distribution networks and Digital Twin modelling.
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